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Since 8 years there is organized twice per annum a research Symposium, which is known
under the abbreviated name of the IEEE-SPIE WILGA in the national research community of
the photonics, web technologies and electronics for the high energy physics experiments. The
WILGA Symposium is gathering young researchers, M.Sc. and Ph.D. students as well as their
tutors. Many of them are IEEE student or GOLD members or SPIE members. Recently the
role of the Symposium is to show the level of the Ph.D. and M.Sc. theses in different technical
universities all over this country, and in particular at their electrical and electronics
engineering departments as well as technical physics and mechatronics. Very high
requirements to accept the papers for the presentation and the print in English and the
participation of many international guests caused that the Symposium gathers only the best
from these works. One of the biggest successes of this Symposium is that it gathers each year
more than 100 relevant papers, from the M.Sc. and Ph.D. theses, which fulfill all the tough
printing requirements in the international conditions. The Symposium slowly paves its way to
be a nationwide and international forum of young researchers in the domain of advanced
electronics and photonics. The Symposium has been publishing its work, since several years
now, in the Proceedings of SPIE, USA. This year, the XVIth Symposium lasted a whole week
from Monday till Sunday and gathered over 260 presentations and over 300 participants.
A lot of colleagues professors from the national academic centers is asking how it is possible
to organize such a Symposium from the scratch and why it got such a success. One can try to
name these factors, which seem to cause such an event very attractive for the young
researchers.
It is comparatively difficult to present a work on WILGA Symposium. The presentation time
is short. Only English is accepted. There are presented only the own research results. There
are no parallel sessions. The work has to be preliminarily accepted by the student’s tutor.
Each presentation is widely debated.
WILGA offers to the young researchers the possibility to present their work in the newest
branches of the science and technology. Such branches are clearly preferred during the
following editions of the Symposium. There are organized topical sessions devoted to the
most current research directions. The authoring sessions are invited and done frequently by
the leading experts in their fields.

WILGA is organized under the most attractive umbrella. This organizational sponsorship is
offered by the worldwide professional associations like IEEE and SPIE, international
institutions like CERN, Geneva and DESY, Hamburg, and leading national institutions like
the Committee of Electronics and Communications of Polish Academy of Sciences,
Association of Polish Electrical Engineers, Association of Polish Mechanical Engineers. This
group of institutions is joined by the technical universities from Warsaw, Białystok, Wrocław,
Łód , Kielce, Gda sk, Lublin, Opole, Rzeszów, Szczecin, Pozna – which sent the largest
number of students and young researchers.
It is comparatively difficult for a young researcher to publish a paper in WILGA Proceedings.
The Proceedings are published abroad in a form of a book. The papers are peer reviewed.
There is accepted 50% of the presented papers on the average.
WILGA gathers many young people from distant places in the country and from abroad.
There is a possibility to compare personally the work conditions and research topics in
different academic centers.
WILGA is unbelievably cheap and convenient. There is no comparable conference in this
respect in this country. WILGA offer a lot for low price. There is no conference fee. There is
a full social service – night and food on the modest but acceptable level. The fourth meal is
served each day late at night, and is customarily sponsored by the IEEE – Poland Section.
WILGA is very diligent. The sessions last from early in the morning till late at night. There is
organized an after supper night session lasting till 10 P.M. The fourth meal is served at a grill
after this session.
WILGA bases solely on the voluntary work of the organizers and participants. The whole
work is done by the students for the students. The students do the registration of participants.
They organize the Symposium web site. They p[prepare the materials for print. The core of
the work is done by the PERG/ELHEP ISE WUT Laboratory members and the SB IEEE
members. However, they try to distribute the work among all interested participants.
WILGA is organized only by electronic media. There is not even a trace of traditional
organizational methods. There are no invitations. The paper is not used at all. The whole
information exchange is online over the net. A simple web site is http://wilga.ise.pw.edu.pl
The major mail contact box is photonics@ise.pw.edu.pl
WILGA has no solid and permanent structures basing typically on the human relations and
importance of people in the research world. The young researchers receive this feature as a
very positive. The Program Committee is created exclusively during the Symposium, only
from the present in WILGA senior researchers and tutors.
WILGA seems to base on the three simple and positive activity motifs of the young people: 1Have Fun, 2. Have More Fun, 3-Learn a lot. The English expression ‘have a fun’ is here a
mental shortcut for such feelings of young people as eagerness to get acquainted with other
young researchers being in the similar life situation, willingness to participate in a real
scientific symposium (for a number of them this is the first meeting of this kind) and the
research curiosity of the world.
The XVIIIth IEE-SPIE WILGA Symposium 2006 will be held on 29 May – 4 June, during the
week after the National Microwave Conference MIKON (which takes place every second
year). We invite warmly young researchers and their tutors to WILGA on the Vistula River to
the Resort owned by the Warsaw University of Technology.
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